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Abstract: Targeting the performance optimization of an automotive diesel engine under transient
operation conditions, in this research, the effect of several non-linear loading strategies on diesel
performance have been experimentally analyzed using a heavy-duty turbocharged diesel engine
running under transient conditions based on the constant 1650 r/min speed, the load is increased
from 10% to 100% in a 5 s transition time The results show that the larger the early loading
rate and change point load, the better the dynamic torque response. The peak values of smoke
and CO and the transient average of brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC), soot and CO can
be decreased by increasing the early loading rate by the loading strategies with the appropriate
change point load during transient operation. However, combustion deteriorates under the loading
process with an overlarge change point load, causing emissions to increase, and the larger the early
loading rate, the worse the worsening. Based on the trade-off consisting of torque dynamic response,
transient total and transient average of the BSFC and brake specific emissions, peak values of smoke
and CO emissions, it is concluded that the loading strategy with the early loading rate is the 50%
load per second and the change point load in the 25% load is the most suitable in these strategies.

Keywords: automotive diesel engine; transient operation; loading strategy; performance optimization

1. Introduction

Turbocharged diesel engines are the prime movers for small and medium sized vehicles due to
their reliability, widespread availability and excellent thermal efficiency. Their share in the highly
competitive auto market keeps increasing, however, their transient operation is particularly important
in daily operation conditions, especially in urban roads, where engine loads and speeds vary frequently
and suddenly. In order to meet the increasingly stringent emission regulations and improve the
popularity rate of diesel engines in the highly competitive automobile market, it is necessary to study
their fuel economy and emission performance [1–8].

The transient operating conditions include the conditions with changing torque and changing
speed (DSDT, DSIT, ISDT and ISID), constant speed and changing torque (CSIT and CSDT),
constant torque and changing speed (CTDS and CTIS), starting and parking. In the European
transient cycle (ETC), different driving conditions are represented: urban, rural and motorway driving.
The duration of the entire cycle is 1800 s. The duration of each part is 600 s [9,10]. Consequently,
during the process of development and calibration of the engine, the work cannot be completed
if all the calibration parameters are verified as accurate based on the ETC, because the adjustment
parameters are redundant and this would waste much time and money.
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He [11] proposed assigning weights to a typical transient operation, except for starting
and parking, by means of the transient characteristic of the entire ETC and some assumptions.
The weight of a typical transient operation for the ETC is illustrated in Figure 1. It shows the heavy
weights in the transient operation with constant speed and changing torque and steady-state condition
(S-S) under the ETC, are 42.66% and 30.22%, respectively; however, the weight in transient operation
with constant torque and changing speed (CTCS) is 10.55%. The transient operation under constant
speed and changing torque (CSIT, CSDT) is the most popular, because its weight is 61.13% if the
S-S is removed from the ETC. Moreover, the weight levels of CSIT and CSDT are almost the same.
Furthermore, previous investigations have shown that engine performance (e.g., smoke emissions)
degradation occurs at CSIT instead of CSDT, which is verified in Figure 2. Therefore, the transient
conditions based on CSIT were studied experimentally in this paper.
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A large number of studies have shown that during transient operation, especially in the
CSIT condition, the clear deterioration in fuel consumption and smoke emissions relative to the
S-S is a result of insufficient air supply caused by turbocharger lag, which degrades the combustion
and the emissions [12]. Therefore, researchers have extensively studied the response rate of transient
emission control and air supply.

For transient emission control, the optimal control strategy of EGR has been widely studied.
David et al. [13] pointed out that the combination of EGR in high and low voltage circuits with fuel
injection control strategy can reduce fuel consumption and emissions. Sui [14] proposed a transient
emission control strategy based on exhaust gas emission limit and EGR valve opening feedback, which
effectively improved the tradeoff between flue gas and NOx under transient conditions. However,
the critical combustion process leading to the deterioration of emissions and fuel economy has not yet
been fully studied. Precise investigation of combustion deterioration should lead to optimization of
transient control strategies.

In addition, many control strategies have been developed to mitigate the delay in air supply
caused by lagging of turbochargers. These include the proposal by IIya et al. [15] to use an auxiliary
energy supply system for the turbocharger, the use of a high-pressure air spray assistant power supply
(HPAS) by Han et al. [4] and the use of an two-stage turbocharging system by Serrano et al. [16]
and Galindo et al. [2] In order to improve the emissions in the transient process, efforts should be
made to increase the response rate of air supply. However, difficult gas control and immature control
technology limit the optimization of transient performance and can’t improve fuel economy. Therefore,
the direct gas supply strategy to improve the intake charging response in transient operation has
become the bottleneck of development.

Figure 3 shows the response behavior of key performance parameters under the CSIT condition,
in the early stage of uniform loading process. It illustrates that smoke increasing very slowly.
Although the air-fuel ratio is reduced its absolute air fuel ratio is still larger. With the progress of the
loading process, the air fuel ratio continues to decrease and the “valley point” appears. At this time,
the smoke emission also peaks (the time of the two is almost identical), which indicates that the rapid
decrease of the air fuel ratio in the late loading process is the main cause of the smoke deterioration.
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Therefore, it uses the characteristics of large air-fuel ratio (AFR) in the early stage of the loading
process (medium and small loads) and flexible adjustment of the fuel supply system to ensure that
the fuel supply at the end of the transient is the same. Using a non-linear oil supply strategy, the oil
supply rate in the early stage of the loading process is increased to reduce the oil supply rate at the
later stage of the loading process, so that the air-fuel ratio at the later stage of the loading process is
appropriately increased. Therefore it can ultimately achieve the goal of optimizing combustion and
reducing smoke emissions. It increases the torque (constant 1650 r/min speed, increasing from 10%
load to 100% load in 5 s) in constant speed, and tests and studies the change regular pattern of engine
transient performance under different loading strategies.

In order to increase the contrast effect, eleven typical non-linear loading strategies were
selected as the research objects. There are two “slow–fast” loading strategies and nine “fast–slow”
loading strategies, and CPL are 25%, 50%, 75%, respectively. The experimental results are compared
with eleven non-linear loading strategies. In CSIT, we find a strategy that is better than the linear
loading strategy in the 11 nonlinear loading strategies. The better non-linear strategy can solve the
problem of smoke deterioration. Other indicators is relatively good.

2. Measurement and Control Platform and Test Conditions

2.1. Measurement and Control Platform

For the complete ETC transient cycle test or study, it requires not only the power dynamometer
with high response and reverse drag capacity, but also high response and high precision measurement
and control equipment. However, the ETC can be simplified to a few important steady-state conditions
and several typical transient conditions, such as CSIT, CSDT, CTIS and CTDS, which could be
researched using an eddy current dynamometer, consequently greatly simplifying the research
process of the ETC, reducing research costs and making the research more targeted toward
optimization strategy.

The schematic diagram of typical transient measurement and control platform is shown in
Figure 4. The transient work is composed of CSIT, CSDT, CTDS and CTIS. The test platform adopts
transient throttle voltage controller to precisely regulate the voltage signal of throttle valve. At the
same time, the constant torque constant torque controlled eddy current dynamometer can realize the
typical heavy hammer constant torque and constant torque transient conditions in the ETC transient
test period. The high response rate sensor and high speed data acquisition card (millisecond precision)
are used as the measuring system. The parameters such as engine speed, torque, intake quality,
smoke, intake and exhaust are realized. Temperature and exhaust emissions. In addition, according
to the orbit pressure and the duration of the injection instruction, the fuel injection is calculated
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by ECU, and the fuel flowmeter is corrected at the same time, thus improving the measurement
accuracy and response rate. An experimental study on a turbocharged medium cooled diesel engine
is carried out. The diesel engine is equipped with standard production hardware, including BOSCH
ECU, Inca software, high pressure common rail injection system and turbocharger. The main technical
features of the engine are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Test engine specifications.

Item Value

Type of Engine Straight line six cylinder four value
Diameter (mm) × Stroke (mm) 112 × 145

Power Rating (kW) 257
Speed of Rotation (r/min) 2100

Displacement (L) 8.6
Compression Ratio 17.0:1

Turbocharge HOLSET400
Idling Speed (r/min) 750 ± 30

Piston bowl ω
Number of injector nozzle holes 8

Injection System The 2nd generation of Common-rail (Bosch)

2.2. Test Conditions

The transient event is started by changing the accelerator pedal command (accelerator voltage)
to ECU, the ECU regulates the desired torque output and the amount of fuel injected according to the
accelerator instruction. In the experimental study, by adjusting a number of nonlinear load strategies,
the load increased from 10% to 100% in a 5 s transition time by SCM at a constant speed of 1650 r/min.

The non-linear loading strategies, including the “slow–fast” and “fast–slow” strategies, relative to
the linear fuel-supply strategy, are shown in Figure 5 and Table 2. The so-called “slow–fast” loading
strategy, the early loading rate (ELR), is less than the level of the linear fuel-supply strategy during
the early loading process and the latter loading rate (LLR) is larger in the latter (e.g., Strategy 1 and
Strategy 2 in Table 2 and Figure 5). However, the “fast–slow” loading strategy is in contrast with
it (e.g., Strategies 3–11 in Table 2 and Figure 5). Besides, the 25% load, 50% load and 75% load are
determined as CPL, which are the loads between the ELR and the LLR. The equation for the loading
rate (γ) is Equation (1):

γ =
Lend − Lstart

tend − tstart
(1)
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where γ is loading rate, Lstart is the initial load, Lend is theterminal load, tstart is the initial time and tend
is the terminal time.
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Table 2. Loading strategies.

Strategy ELR (%/s) CPL (%) LLR (%/s)

Linear 18 — 18

“slow–fast”
1 10 25 21.4
2 10 50 50

“fast–slow”

3 25 25 17
4 25 50 14.7
5 25 75 10.4
6 35 25 16.4
7 35 50 14
8 35 75 8
9 50 25 16

10 50 50 11.9
11 50 75 6.8

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Influence of Non-Linear Loading Strategies on Dynamic Response of Torque

The response behaviors of fuel supply, air supply, AFR and torque under non-linear loading
strategies are shown in Figure 6. It shows that the larger the CPL, the slower the response in the
fuel supply, air supply and torque and that the AFR is reduced by the “slow–fast” loading strategies
(e.g., Strategy 1 and Strategy 2). However, the response rate increase and AFR even appear to be
the valley point during the later loading process. Thus, because of the quick LLR (e.g., Strategy 2,
the LLR = 50% load/s) the turbocharger lag results in serious delay in the air supply relative to the
fuel supply during the later loading process, causing the AFR to rapidly decrease, which is responsible
for the degeneration of the combustion and smoke emissions by the “slow–fast” loading strategies.

However, the larger CPL and ELR, the more rapid the response in the fuel supply, air supply
and torque are, and the AFR drops under the “fast–slow” loading strategies (e.g., Strategies 3–11).
Besides, the AFR reaches a valley point during the early loading process under the “fast–slow” loading
strategies with overlarge CPL (e.g., Strategy 11), which results in combustion degeneration and smoke
emissions as well.
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In order to conveniently and accurately evaluate the performance of the torque response under
different non-linear loading strategies, in this paper, the increasing rate of response in a load is
expressed by:

δ =
tc − tx

tc
(2)

where δ is the increasing rate of torque response under a non-linear loading strategy, tx is the torque
response time in a load under a non-linear loading strategy and tc is the torque response time in a load
under a linear loading strategy. The torque response under the non-linear loading strategy is better
than that under the linear loading strategy if the δ is a positive, and vice versa.

The torque response time and response increasing rate (δ) in the 50% and 90% loads are presented
in Figure 7. As shown, the increasing rate of torque response is negative under the “slow–fast” loading
strategies (e.g., Strategies 1 and 2) and it reduces as the CPL increases, which indicates that the torque
response worsens when compared to the linear strategy. However, the opposite behavior under
the “fast–slow” strategies (e.g., Strategies 3–11) demonstrates that these strategies are beneficial for
the torque response. As regards to these phenomena, because of the reduced fuel supply under
the “slow–fast” loading strategy relative to the linear strategy during the whole loading process
the response performance worsened, the reason being the opposite for the “fast–slow” strategies.
Furthermore, the increasing rate in the 50% load is larger than for the 90% under the “fast–slow”
strategies, their maximum levels are 25.3% and 14.7% in Strategy 11, respectively, while the increasing
rate drops more rapidly in the 50% load than in the 90% under the “slow–fast” strategies, their
minimum levels are −27.8% and −5.3% in Strategy 2, respectively.
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3.2. Influence of Non-Linear Loading Strategies on Emission Performance of Diesel Engine

The response behavior and increasing rate (κ is defined Equation (3)) of smoke, NOx and CO
emissions under the non-linear loading strategy are given in Figures 8 and 9. As Figure 8 shows,
the smoke and CO engine emissions under the “fast–slow” loading strategies with a 25% load CPL
(e.g., Strategies 3, 6, and 9) are less than those for the linear loading strategy, and they reduce as the ELR
increases while the NOx emissions show little fluctuation. For example, the smoke and CO peak values
are 4.78% and 284 ppm and their increasing rates are −35.8% and −31.9% in Strategy 9, respectively,
which demonstrates that the emissions performance is improved. Further, the excess air in the middle
and low loads can be more fully utilized by suitably increasing the quantity of fuel injected during the
early loading process under the “fast–slow” loading strategies with appropriate CPLs (e.g., Strategies
3, 6, and 9), which can improve turbocharger lag, increase the air supply and reduce the increasing rete
of fuel supply during the later loading process, and is responsible for the combustion optimization
and emission of CO and smoke. The rate of increase of emissions (κ) is described as Equation (3):

κ =
ET − EC

EC
(3)

where κ is the increasingrate of emissions by a non-linear loading strategy, ET is the emissions by a
non-linear loading strategy and the EC is the emissions by a linear loading strategy. The emission
performance under the non-linear loading strategy is better than that under the linear loading strategy,
if the κ is a negative, and vice versa.

However, the smoke and CO emissions deteriorated under the “fast–slow” loading strategies
with overlarge CPLs (e.g., Strategies 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, and 11), and the emissions increase as the ELR and
CPL increase. For example, the peak values of smoke and CO emissions are 40.1% and 926 ppm and
the increasing rates are 449.3% and 122.5% in Strategy 11, respectively, which demonstrates that the
emissions performance seriously deteriorates. Thus, the lower AFR results from the turbocharger lag
and excessive fuel-injection quantity and the thermodynamics delay result from the thermal inertia of
the cylinder wall-coolant system; As the amount of fuel increases during the loading process, the delay
of gas supply becomes more serious, which leads to a sharp decline in fuel injection evaporation,
atomization, air mixed fuel and combustion scale. It lead smoke and CO emissions to soar. (e.g.,
Strategy 11 shown in Figure 9).
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Figure 9. The increasing rate of the peak values of emissions under non-linear loading strategies based
on a constant speed at 1650 rpm and increasing load from 10% to 100% over a 5-s transition time.

Besides, the increasing rates of smoke and CO are also positive under “slow–fast” loading
strategies (e.g., Strategies 1 and 2) and the heavier the CPL, the greater the smoke and CO peak values
(the reason is given in the first paragraph under Section 3.1). Moreover, because of the difference in
the formation mechanism between NOx and smoke [17–21] its increasing rates in different loading
strategies are contrary to those of the smoke emission for NOx emission, but the levels of these
increasing rates are small.
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3.3. Influence of Non-Linear Loading Strategies on Comprehensive Transient Performance

Targeting the comprehensive evaluation of engine performance under transient operation with
different loading strategies, the transient total and transient average are presented and dictated by
Equations (4)–(6). The transient total is the integral value of the performance parameter during the
total process of transient operation, and the transient average is the average brake specific value of the
performance parameter:

M =
∫ t2

t1

ftdt (4)

W =
∫ t2

t1

Ptdt (5)

−
v =

3600 ∗ M
W

(6)

where M is the transient total of a performance parameter (g), ft is a function for the variation
of performance parameter as the transient time, t1 is the initial time and t2 is the terminal time
during transient operation, W is the total work during the whole transient process (kw ∗ s), Pt is a

function of power as the transient time,
−
v is the transient average of the some performance parameter

(g/kW ∗ h g/kW ∗ h).
Figure 10 is the comparison of transient total and transient average value, which is the engine’s

key performance parameters calculated according to Formulas (2) and (3) during loading. Figure 11
shows the increase rate of the engine main performance parameters relative to the linear strategy
value under each loading strategy. As shown in Figure 10, when the first loading rate is less than
the linear loading rate (strategy 1, 2), total power, average power, total fuel consumption and total
NOx emissions decrease with the increase of “transition point load”, while the average specific fuel
consumption, soot and CO total emission and soot, CO and NOx flat average emissions increase with
the increase of “transition point load”.
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The lower transient total of power and fuel consumption and the transient average of BSFC is a
result of a small amount of fuel-injection quantity under the “slow–fast” loading strategy. However,
the lower AFR results in combustion deterioration during the latter loading process, causing the
transient average, consisting of BSFC and brake specific emissions, to gradual increase, their increasing
rates of BSFC, soot, CO and NOx under Strategy 2 are 4.6%, 0.5%, 9.8% and 10.4%, respectively.

For the whole loading process, when the “first loading rate” was bigger than the linear loading rate
(e.g., Strategy 3~11), the total power, total fuel consumption, total soot, total CO and NOx emissions
and average power, mean fuel consumption, soot and CO mean emissions increased with the increase
of “first loading rate” and “transition point load” (e.g., Strategy 5, 8, 11). This is because when the
first loading rate is greater than the linear loading rate, the amount of fuel injection in the whole
loading process is increased (e.g., “oil supply” in Figure 6). It increases the work capacity, the total
fuel consumption, the average power and the total emission of the loading process and increases with
the increase of the first loading rate and the transition point load. The performance parameters of
“strategy 11” reached the maximum [22].
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1650 rpm and increasing load from 10% to 100% over a 5-s transition time.

Besides, for the “fast–slow” loading strategies with 25% CPL (e.g., Strategies 3, 6, and 9),
the increasing rates in the transient average of BSFC, soot and CO emissions are negative, which
indicates that these performances are improved, and the optimal is Strategy 9 where the increasing
rates are −1.5%, −4.7% and −38.0%, respectively. The excess air of the middle and low loads can be
fully utilized by suitably increasing the fuel-injection quantity during the early loading process and
reducing the increasing rate of fuel supply during the latter loading process, which can increase the air
supply during the whole loading process and optimize the combustion process, and is responsible
for the optimization of emissions performance and effective thermal efficiency. Moreover, the larger
the ELR, the smaller the transient average levels in BSFC and soot and CO emissions under the
“fast–slow” loading strategy [23].
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However, for the “fast–slow” loading strategies with 50% and even bigger 50% CPL (e.g.,
Strategies 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, and 11), the average ratio of fuel consumption, soot and CO in transient
process increased to different degrees, and the biggest increase of strategy 11 is 9%, 92.2% and 65.3%,
respectively. This is because of the above loading strategies (strategy 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11). Due to the
rapid oil supply rate in the early period and the long duration of high speed injection, the AFR in the
early transient process decreases rapidly and causes the larger anoxic environment in the cylinder.
At this time, the low thermal state in the cylinder is not conducive to the evaporation, atomization
and mixing of oil and gas in the cylinder, it results in the deterioration of combustion, so the fuel
consumption, smoke and CO emission increase (e.g., Strategy 11 shown in Figure 11).

For NOx emissions, the transient average decreases as the CPL and ELR increase, and the
maximum increasing rate is 8.4% in Strategy 9, the minimum is 5.1% in Strategy 11 under the
“fast–slow” loading strategies (e.g., Strategies 3–11 shown in Figure 11).

4. Discussion and Prospects

4.1. Discussion for Choosing the Better Loading Strategy

Based on the comparative analysis for torque response, transient total and transient average,
several laws can be summarized as follows: when the smoke emission optimization is the main goal
during the whole loading process, Strategy 9 is the best. The smoke emission peak value can be
reduced by 34.3%; further, the levels of the BSFC and CO transient average are reduced by 1.5%
and 38.0%, respectively, and the performance of the torque response is increased by 4.7% compared
with the linear loading strategy. However, the NOx transient average and total fuel consumption are
increased by 8.4% and 7.2%, respectively.

When saving total fuel consumption is the main goal during whole loading process, Strategy 2 is
the best. The total fuel consumption can be reduced by 20.2% relative to the linear loading strategy;
however, the torque response performance decreased by 5.8%, and the transient average levels in BSFC,
soot, NOx and CO increased by 4.6%, 19.7%, 31.7% and 10.4%, respectively.

When the performance of torque response is the main optimization goal during the
loading process, Strategy 11 is the best. It can be increased by 25.3%, and the NOx transient average
decreased by 5.1% relative to the linear loading strategy; however, the other performances seriously
deteriorate, including the total fuel consumption and the peak values of smoke and CO which increased
by 46.7%, 449.3% and 122.5%, respectively. Furthermore, the BSFC, soot and CO transient average
values increased by 9.0%, 92.2% and 65.3%, respectively.

When improving the trade-off among torque response, transient total and transient average is
the main goal during the whole loading process, the “fast–slow” loading strategy with 25% CPL is
beneficial in improving performance, including torque response, combustion and emissions. Strategy 9
is the best, its specific advantages are depicted in the second paragraph in Section 3.2.

4.2. Prospects

In this paper, eleven non-linear loading strategies were investigated to improve transient
performance, and to obtain a better loading strategy; however, more intensive studies could be
undertaken in the future. First, different “first loading rates” may have different “transition point load”
and should be further verified. Second, the optimal loading strategy aimed at optimizing transient
combustion and emission may be not only two stages of loading rate, but may be a curve with multiple
segments or even multiple items.

5. Conclusions

The conclusions of this study are as follows: torque response performance can be improved by the
“fast–slow” loading strategy and the larger the ELR and CPL, the better the torque response. Further,
Strategy 11 is the best one, and could improve torque response performance by 25.3%. However,
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smoke emissions seriously deteriorate; its peak level increased by 449.3% relative to that under the
linear loading strategy.

The peak values of CO and smoke emissions and the transient average of BSFC, soot and CO
decrease as the ELR increases under the “fast–slow” loading strategy with the 25% CPL; however,
combustion and emissions seriously deteriorate in the overlarge CPL.

The smaller the ELR and the CPL became, the lower the total fuel consumption during the whole
loading process. Further, the maximum reduction in Strategy 2, is reduced by 20.2%. However, the
BSFC and brake specific emissions are rapidly raised.

Based on the trade-off consisting of torque response, peak values of smoke and transient
average in BSFC and brake specific emissions, Strategy 9 with 50%/s ELR and 25% CPL is the
better loading strategy, which could improve torque response by 4.7% and drop the peak levels in
smoke and CO and transient average of BSFC by 34.3%, 31.9% and 1.5%, respectively, compared with
the linear loading strategy, while the total fuel consumption and NOx emissions increase slightly.

Through the experiment, it concludes experimental results are applicable to the studied engine
and instructive for other diesel engine.
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Nomenclature

ETC European transient cycle
DSDT decreasing speed and decreasing torque
DSIT decreasing speed and increasing torque
ISDT increasing speed and decreasing torque
ISIT increasing speed and increasing torque
CSDT constant speed and decreasing torque
CSIT constant speed and increasing torque
CTDS constant torque and decreasing speed
CTIS constant torque and increasing speed
S-S steady-state condition
EGR exhaust gas recirculation
AFR air-fuel ratio
ECU electronic control unit
SCM single chip micyoco
ELR early loading rate
CPL change point load
LLR latter loading rate
TT transient total
TA transient average
CO carbon monoxide
NOx nitrogen oxides
BSFC brake specific fuel consumption
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